
 

Language and Cooking - ABC of Europe 
Youth Exchange 

18 – 25 August 2020 
Poronin, Tatra Mountains, Poland 

Dear Partners, 

We are happy to send you this first infopack for the youth exchange project Language and
cooking – ABC of Europe. We are very excited to realize this project together with you! 

Dates of the youth exchange: 18 August 2020 arrival day  - 25 August 2020 departure day.
Participants may want to come one day earlier or return one day later. The additional nights
will be on their costs. 

Advance Preparatory Visit: to be discussed with group leaders and heads of partner
organizations (proposed date: 6-7 August, possibility to switch to on-line meeting).  

Here are the partner organisations: 

1. FUNDACJA "INSTYTUT EUROPEJSKI PRO FUTURO EUROPAE" (Poland)
2. ADEFIS JUVENTUD INTERNACIONAL (Spain)
3. High on Life (Italy)
4. Ötszázalék Egyesület (Hungary)
5. VsI ”PROFAT” (Lithuania) 

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
The main goal of the project is  to initiate  learning of languages:  Polish,  Italian,  Spanish,
Hungarian, Lithuanian using the benefits of non-formal education in which we will mainly
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use cooking tools  Almost  every day we will  exchange traditional  dishes  from one of the
countries from which we will come to exchange and we will use the language of the same
origin as the dishes. During the project, cooking with Lithuanian, Polish, Spanish, Italian and
Hungarian we will also explore the topic of healthy eating, proper selection of food products
to meals, preparing the right proportions of dishes, counting calories and translating pleasure
from cooking into a good frame of mind. Our task during the exchange will be to develop
innovative methods of learning foreign languages using the extremely popular activity that is
cooking. In addition, we will  absorb the multiculturalism of our partners with each other,
involving all the senses in this process: eyesight (being able to face representatives of other
countries) hearing (listening to a foreign language of a partner) taste and smell (able to cost
traditional dishes from other countries) touch (by getting the opportunity to "five" or hug after
a welldone task).  

TRAVEL 
The airport you should use for the Youth Exchange is Krakow (KRK) with alternative airport
Katowice (KTW). Both are served by ryanair, wizzair, and also regular airlines. Please get in
touch with us before you buy the ticket. From the airport of Krakow (KRK) there is a shuttle
train (20 min) to the main railway station (2,5 Euro). From the Katowice airport there is a
minibus (1,5 hour drive) which costs like 15 Euro. It also brings you to the main railway
station in Krakow. 

We will meet all the groups at the railway station preferably in the late afternoon and we will
provide a coach for all participants to travel together to the venue of the exchange. Also on the
way back, in the morning of 25 August, we will drive you to Krakow for your departing
flights. 

ACCOMMODATION in Villa Austryjok (picture above)
We will have the youth exchange in Poronin, which is a village in Southern Poland. It is
located  approximately 8 km from Zakopane and 83 from Kraków. Zakopane is  the  main
tourist resort in the mountains. We will have a visit there and we will be using the opportunity
that we are in the mountains for a nice wander. 

Accommodation will be in 2,3,4 persons in each room, each room equipped with bathroom.
Meals will be served in the canteen downstairs and also the project “classes” will be in the
same building and also on fresh air. There is a wooden hut, where we will do the cooking part
and organize parties and inter cultural evenings. 

INTER-CULTURAL NIGHTS:
Each day, or each second day we will organize an inter-cultural evening. Each group will
make presentation about their country, traditions, music, dance, food, drinks, etc. Please bring
as much as you can to share with other participants your food, drinks, dances, presentations,
etc. Also the project is about cooking so we can cook there. Please also bring some musical
instruments, if you can!   

WHAT ELSE TO BRING?:
 Towels!  (there is no towel in the accommodation place). Please take one for taking

bath and one for the beach if you want.
 Medicines if you take any medicaments  
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 Musical instrument if you play one
 At least two laptop computers per group
 Summer clothes but also a sweater for colder mountain nights 
 Swimming suit for SPA visit (thermal bath) or swimming pool
 comfortable shoes for longer walking

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS: 
Organizers will cover 100% of accommodation and board during the project as well as local
transportation.  There  will  be  a  modest  fee  of  25  EUR  to  contribute  to  extra  budgetary
programmatic activities. Please have this ready in Euro in cash. Thank you! Please inform us
if your participants will have difficulty in paying these extra costs. 

The international travel will be reimbursed by bank transfer immediately after the exchange
based on receipts and will amount to maximum (including local transportation, so your flight
ticket should be less than this! Please be in touch with us regarding the price and the dates of
the flights!): 

180 EUR (Poland)  
360 EUR (Spain) 
275 EUR (Italy)
275 EUR (Hungary)
275 EUR (Lithuania)
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COVID-19: 
We are of course aware of the COVID situation, but we are optimist to consider that all will
be back to relative normality by the end of August and that you all will be able to come!
Please see below the description of COVID situation today in Poland. The information is
updates as of 29 June 2020. 

1º Is there any social distance that they have to keep?
It is possible to organize seminars and trainings and other meetings if the number of people is
below 150. Which means we can do our youth exchange. In the room, we cannot realistically
expect  that  people  will  separate  from  each  other,  therefore  perhaps  we  should  inform
youngster  that  they should  avoid  random contacts  and self  isolate  to  the  extend possible
BEFORE arriving at the project. It is common sense, and of course any sickness means that
this person should not come and we will report force majeure. 

When outside of the hotel  compound (hotel  fence) when going out  to the city it  is  NOT
mandatory  to  wear  masks  outside,  including  in  the  mountains,  but  people  should  keep
distance of 2 meters. I  have not seen Police checking the distance.  But when we will  be
walking to the town centre or to the mountains we will not walk in group but we will ask
people individually to walk and to keep social distance. 

2º  Do  they  have  to  use  masks  all  the  time?  do  they  have  to  use  masks  in  public
transport? Is it mandatory to use masks outdoors or inside in a close place? 
Masks are not mandatory outside, but people should keep social distance of 2 meters. Which
means we will not be marching anywhere in a big group. Rather give people free time to
arrive to town centre, shopping individually. 

3º how the accommodation will be managed (divide by countries or not? 
We will divide by country and gender balance. 

4º The activities will be taken outdoor or indoor? 
We will try to make most of activities out door. But we also have a training room indoors. 

5º How food service will be managed?
There is a hotel canteen which will serve us all meals. We will make sure there will be only
our group because we are the only group in the accommodation. 

6º What about reimbursement policies if travel is canceled by your air company, or your
government, our government?
We will be applying force majeure for all such cases. I believe there is a recommendation
from the  European  Commission  to  accept  all  force  majeure,  which  means  we  will  still
reimburse for the flights. People should however make sure they send us documentation: i.e.
flight canceled, gov restriction, doctors receipt of sickness, etc. 

7º Any recommendation that they have to take into consideration once they arrive in
your country regarding COVID-19? how is the situation in your country? 
Most restrictions were lifted. Borders are open and there is no quarantine for people coming
from EU countries. Flight are operating and they will increase flights after 1 July. (flights are
not operating to Portugal, UK and Northern Ireland, Sweden). Shops are open and you need to
wear masks. Restaurants and bars are open (no masks needed when you take the table). 

The mask must still be worn, among others:
 on the bus, tram and train,
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 in a car, if you're driving with someone you don't live with every day,
 in a store, shopping mall, bank, market and post office,
 in the cinema and theater,
 at the doctor's, in the clinic, in: hospital, massage and tattoo parlor,
 in church and school, at the university
 in the office (if you go to do some sort of work there) and other public buildings.

This means people should take masks with them (perhaps many single use masks) as they will
need them from time to time, for example when going to the shop. In general however we live
rather normally, and the situation is incomparable with what was here like two months ago,
when we had the lock down.  We are also hoping these restrictions will be eased even more,
because our Prime Minister announced that pupils will return to school on 1 September so
perhaps it will be even better. 

FORMATION OF THE GROUPS 
For now the most important is to form good and motivated groups. The project will involve
35 participants, including 19 who are disadvantaged due to economic or social obstacles. Each
organization will come with 6 young people, gender balance!, aged 18-30 and one leader
with no age limit. Group leaders: please let us know how this is progressing and be in touch
with us regarding ticket booking! Looking forward to hearing from you! 

CONTACT INFORMATION
Piotr Uhma +48505035393 
https://www.facebook.com/piotr.uhma
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